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Objectives

Explore emerging concept of Paris-alignment for the private sector 
(corporations, institutional investors)

� What does it mean to align business and investment to the Paris 
Agreement?

� How does this build on existing financial risk management 
obligations?

� Will this help to shift climate risk management practices beyond 
current (narrow) focus on private interests? 

� Will this drive timely private-sector contributions to meeting Paris 
Agreement goals?



Climate 
Change – a 
financial risk 
issue for the 
private sector

Source: Figure 1 - TCFD Final Report (2017), p10; Figure 2 - Bank of England, ‘The Bank of England’s Response to Climate Change’ (2017).



Corporate Law 
& Financial 
Regulatory 
Frameworks

Corporations

� Obligations to identify, 
disclose & manage material 
financial risks to company 
interests

� Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) + 
ASIC regulatory guidance + 
ASX standards

� Rationale – protect interests 
of shareholders & other 
market stakeholders 
(lenders, insurers) via 
transparency; maintain 
financial stability

Institutional Investors

� Obligations to identify, 
(disclose) & manage financial 
risks to investments in ‘best 
interests’ of beneficiaries 

� Superannuation Industry 
Supervision Act 1993 (Cth) + 
trust law + APRA regulatory 
guidance

� Rationale – protect (financial) 
interests of beneficiaries & 
maintain financial stability



Risk 
bifurcation?

� Current risk framings and regulatory focus: risks posed to corporations, to
investors, to the financial system from climate change

� Not risks to climate from business & investment decisions

� Climate-neutral – no requirement to manage risks in any particular way

� Private risk management can contribute to, BUT does not necessarily 
lead to, reducing GHG emissions at a pace and scale which aligns with 
Paris carbon budgets and timelines



Paris 
Alignment?

� Paris Agreement 2015 – 2℃, 1.5℃, net zero by 2050

� Regulatory momentum - private regulatory drivers (cf. formal law 
& regulation in some jurisdictions)

� industry best practice standards for climate risk disclosure - TCFD -
scenario planning & targets

� corporate initiatives - UN Global Compact Business Ambition for 
1.5℃, Science-based Targets Initiative

� investor initiatives - IIGCC, UNPRI, Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance, 
Climate Action 100+ 

� civil society advocacy, shareholder resolutions & strategic litigation 
– e.g. REST case



Paris 
alignment for 
corporations?

Science-based Target Setting Manual, Version 4.1, April 2020



Paris 
alignment for 
institutional 
investors?



Conclusions & 
Next Steps

� Paris alignment – shifting beyond the private management of 
climate-related financial risks to private interests

� harness private sector contribution to meeting Paris goals & address 
risks to climate from business & investment

� assign responsibility to private actors - reference points of carbon 
budgets, timelines, explicit allocation to individual entities

� Next Steps
� Exploratory empirical study - ASX100 and top Australian 

superannuation funds 
� Sustainable Finance Law reform – EU & UK – potential application in 

Australia (ASFI)


